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P
eer reviewers are essential to

the quality of our Journal. In a

year that saw considerable

media coverage on journals that got it

wrong [1–3], we would like to thank

the people who make it possible for us

to do a good job on behalf of patients

with musculoskeletal illnesses and

injuries around the world: Our

reviewers.

In 2014, we asked a great deal of

our reviewers. As of this writing,

manuscript submissions at CORR1 are

up more than 14% compared to the

same period in 2013. This statistic is

even more impressive given that 2013

was our previous high-water mark, a

year that saw a 30% increase in man-

uscript submissions compared to the

year prior. Clearly, CORR1 is a jour-

nal on the rise, but all this good news

results in our reviewers working

overtime. This year, 1659 reviewers

helped us evaluate the work, perform-

ing an average of more than two

reviews each, with some of our most-

stalwart performers reviewing dozens

of papers. Although our Editorial

Board is composed of extremely tal-

ented, accomplished men and women

who practice every subspecialty of

orthopaedics, and who come from all

corners of the globe, our core subject-

specific knowledge comes principally

from our peer reviewers. Without

them, realizing the quality that we

have achieved simply would not be

possible. Each review takes hours of

time, research, and effort. Reviewers

donate their time for this important

task – a remarkable gift, considering

the time constraints of these surgeons

and scientists.

In large measure because of the

hard work of our reviewers, Editorial

Board, and staff, 2014 also was a

great year to write for CORR1. Our

average time from submission to

acceptance was about 3½ months,

with authors receiving the initial edi-

torial decision at an average of only

34 days from submission. More

importantly, I am proud to say that the

work of CORR1 authors influences

the world of science and clinical

practice to a larger degree every year:

Our Impact Factor increased again, for

a sixth consecutive year, and our

Article Influence Score ranked first

among general-interest orthopaedic

journals. And when I say the ‘‘world’’

of science, I mean exactly that: Last

year, authors from 47 countries sub-

mitted manuscripts to CORR1, our

journal serves as the official or affili-

ate publication to 13 societies

including five international associa-

tions, CORR1 is available to surgeons

and researchers in some 11,000 insti-

tutions around the globe, and

recommendations from our editorial

page [4] recently were proposed as

guidelines at this year’s United

Nations Commission on the Status of

Women [5].

Because, again, it is the hard work

of our reviewers that makes all this

possible, I would like to extend my

personal gratitude to each referee who

reviewed for CORR1 in the last year;

their names are listed in this

Acknowledgement (DOI 10.1007/

s11999-014-4006-y).
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I also would like to call attention to

a smaller, but very important part of

our roster: Our ‘‘Top Reviewer’’

lineup, which you will find at the top

of the Acknowledgement. These

reviewers both are committed and

particularly good at what they do. To

make this list, a reviewer needed to

complete four or more reviews

between September 2013 and August

2014, and to receive an average review

score in the ‘‘excellent’’ range. This

list represents fewer than 3% of the

referees who reviewed for CORR1 last

year. We thank and congratulate this

special group for their contributions to

orthopaedic research and to CORR1.
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